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The paper provides analyses for two optical schemes developed for mapping 3-D crack tip fields in ductile
materials. The first scheme combines the in-plane moire method with the projection moire method to
determine all three displacement components simultaneously. In the second method, we combined one-
beam laser speckle photography with the projection moire method to measure 3-D deformation fields. The
experimental results obtained using these methods are presented.

I. Introduction

The measurement of field parameters in the immedi-
ate vicinity of a crack tip is of interest in most fracture
studies. Due to the 3-D nature of the displacement
field surrounding the crack tip vicinity, the experimen-
tal method used must have the potential to measure
simultaneously all three displacement components.
Existing experimental techniques used in fracture in-
vestigations, such as photoelasticity, moire methods,1
laser speckle interferometry,2 and holography, are con-
venient for making either in-plane or out-of-plane
measurements alone. The method of caustics3 4 pro-
vides information about stress intensification at the
crack tip using the derivatives of out-of-plane dis-
placement. However, it requires that one know aprio-
ri the nature of the out-of-plane displacement field.

There is a need for experimental methods which can
directly measure all three deformation components for
a better understanding of the crack tip behavior. Op-
tical techniques used in experimental fracture me-
chanics provide either in-plane or out-of-plane defor-
mation information. Complete 3-D deformation
measurement requires combining some of the existing
procedures. In the past, there have been a few at-
tempts in this direction. Adams and Maddux5 com-
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bined image plane holography with laser speckle pho-
tography to obtain in-plane and out-of-plane
displacements from a holospecklegram. Chiang et al.

6

have used Fourier plane holography with speckle pho-
tography. Wu and Chiang7 used a sandwich hologra-
phy technique for measuring 3-D displacement fields
near the blunt notch in a three-point bend specimen.
Jaisingh8 used laser speckle photography with projec-
tion moire9 to measure elastic displacements of a canti-
lever beam. Chiang and Williams10 have measured
residual displacements ahead of a plastically deformed
elliptical cutout in a tensile strip using a combination
of in-plane moire and shadow moire methods.

We present the analyses for two methods, namely,
the combined moire method and the laser speckle grat-
ing method useful in measuring 3-D deformation fields
near plastically deformed cracks. The approach is an
offshoot of the previous works of Jaisingh8 and Chiang
and Williams.10 First-order analyses pertaining to
recording and spatial filtering steps are provided for
both methods.

II. Combined Moire Method

The combined moire method couples the in-plane
moire method for mapping in-plane displacements
with the projection moire method for out-of-plane dis-
placement mapping. Here the specimen surface is
photoprinted with a high density dot pattern with its
principal directions parallel to the Cartesian coordi-
nates 4i (or xi) and 42 (or X2). Onto this specimen
surface, a line grating is projected with a projection
angle fi. The grating projection is done as follows (Fig.
1): A He-Ne laser beam is first expanded by a micro-
scopic objective and then collimated by a field lens
before it impinges on a line grating. The regular and
diffracted wavefronts are collected by a second field
lens which forms the diffraction spectrum of the grat-
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Or, the intensity on the image plane for the magnifica-
tion factor = 1 is
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the experimental arrangement for projeci
gratings on the specimen surface. The specimen surface is ph
printed with cross gratings in the combined moire method an
coated with a mist of flat white paint in the laser speckle gra

method.

ing at its focal plane in the form of a series of equa
spaced bright spots called diffraction orders. All I
orders are blocked out by a mask except the ±1 whi
is collected by a third field lens to form two nea
collimated beams with an angle 2a between them
impinge on the specimen. Within these intersect
beams there exists a standing wave of period (or pit(
Po:

Po 2 sina

where X is the wavelength of light. Due to the angul
projection parameter A of the setup, the pitch of t
grating on the specimen surface is

=X
P2 sina cos/

The formation of the projected grating (or standi
wave) is explained as follows: the light intensity d
tribution on xlx2 plane is

Ig(x',x') = a+, + a- 1 + 2a+ 1a_1 cos6,

where a+1 and a-1 are light amplitudes of +1 and
diffraction orders and 6 represents the path differer
between them. Hence

a = - d sin,

where d is the distance between the two diffracti
orders. Since the amplitudes of Ul diffraction ord(
are the same (or a+ = a- = a) and intensity Ig
maximum when 6 = 2nir or d sina = nX, where n
0,1,2,.... Noting that sina x1/L,

Ig(xt,x') = 2a2 (1 + cos Xl )'

Ig(Xl,X2) = 2a2 (1 + cos 21),
P 

(7)

where p is the pitch of the projected grating.
When the specimen deforms due to the applied

loads, the photoprinted cross grating deforms accord-
ing to the in-plane displacements (components u1
along x1 and u2 along x2), whereas projected gratings
follow out-of-plane displacements (U3 along X3). All
three gratings are recorded on high contrast films by a
single exposure as a master (when the load is zero) and
deformed gratings. An enlargement of a typical com-
bined grating recording is shown in Fig. 2(a). On
superposing the master grating with a deformed grat-
ing, all the fringe patterns corresponding to u1,u2, and
u3 displacements can be obtained. To delineate each
of these contour maps from the other two, optical
spatial filtering" is performed. The schematic of op-
tical spatial filtering is shown in Fig. 2(b). The process
of spatial filtering and fringe formation can be de-
scribed as follows.

For the sake of mathematical simplicity, let us as-
sume that the recorded gratings have sinusoidal trans-
mittance. Without losing generality, let the gratings
be recorded with a magnification factor equal to 1.
The transmittance of a single grating of pitch p and x1
as its principal direction can be expressed as

t = ( + cos 2rx)
P 

(8)

In the combined moire method, there are three such
gratings with different pitch and principal directions.
Thus the transmittance of an undeformed grating ob-
tained from the combined moire method can be ap-
proximated by

(2) 27rx, 27X2 27rx,
t= + Cos ')I +cos /1+cos

tg = P q ) ( P
(9)

[is_ where p and q are the pitch of the photoprinted unde-
formed gratings along the x1 - and x2-directions. The
undeformed projected grating has a pitch p (>p), and

(3) its principal direction is parallel to the x1-axis. After
-1 deformation, the grating pitches change to p', q', and
ice p', respectively, where p' = p + Ap(xl,x 2 ), q' = q +

Aq(x1,x2), and p = p + Ap(x1 ,x2). Thus transmittance
of a deformed grating is

( 2i x 2 irx 2\ 2irx \
tg1 +cos, 1+cos +Cos 2 1 . (10)

Spatial filtering is performed to delineate individual
deformation fields, and the Fourier transform proper-
ties of thin lenses are incorporated in the analysis. It
is also assumed that Ap, Aq, and Ap are slowly varying
functions of the in-plane coordinates x1,x2. Hence

(5)
FT[tgtg,] = Tg(rl,r2) @ T,(rlr2), (11)
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Fig. 2. (a) Recorded combined moire gratings from the specimen surface. High frequency dots are the photoprinted cross gratings, and the
low frequency dark and light bands are the projected gratings. (b) Schematic of the spatial filtering of combined moire and laser speckle grat-
ing recordings. (c) Diffraction spectrum on the focal plane of the transform lens. Note that the diffraction spots, say, along 450, are too faint

to be seen in the photograph.
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where r1 and r2 are the coordinates of the spectral plane
and @ denotes the convolution operator. If u = (r,/Xf)
and v = (r2/Xf) (f = focal length of the transform lens),
then

Tg(U,V) = J J tg(XIX2 ) exp[-i2ir(ux1 + vx 2)]dxldx 2 , (12)

Tg(U,V) = [6(Uv) + 6 - V +-a + ,v)

[(L) + 1 ( 1 -) + U + )
2 q6>,) DI >-.)+26(>+.) 

+ 6 (Uv -) + (u + )

+~ 6 a(up-- U--)+~(~± 2 +-)]

+ 1 6 (U,-- + 1 t + + ( + -

[q 2 (q )

[A] + [C]+[D], (13)

where

E(-Xl,-X 2 ) = J fJ [6 (I - )

+ 6 ( - 1- v)] exp[i2ir(ux1 + vx2)]dudv,

[ ( l2rx) ( i2rx -=-exp I +exp (PI) (15)

Then, the intensity distribution on the image plane is

I, = EE* = 2 + exp [i27rx1 (-1 )J + exp [i2rx, ( -½ )]

=2[1 +cos2rxi±- 1)] (16)
[ (P P )

where (-)* represents the complex conjugate. Equa-
tion (16) represents the fringe pattern due to deforma-
tion in the x-direction (isothetics or contours of u1).
Similarly, isothetics corresponding to U2 and U3 can be
obtained by moving the mask with the filtering hole to
positions u = 0; v = (1/q) and u = +.(1lp); v = 0,
respectively. Equations governing the displacements
are

U1 = mp, U2 = m'q, U3 tan: ' (17)

where fringe orders m,m',m" = 0,+1,+2 ....
It is to be noted that in actual practice the photo-

printed dot pattern on the specimen surface has an
identical pitch in two orthogonal directions x1,x2, lead-
ing to the simplification p = q.

IC] = [2 6 ( - TV + 6 (u__ - - TV + + + - v) III. Laser Speckle Grating Method

+ 6 -v--)+ 6(U+- v+-)

+ 86 (U +-- . v ±)+ 6 (u+ v--)]

8 pp q 8 p q 

and [D] contains terms identical to [C] with 1p re-
placed by -(1p), and 6 terms are the Dirac functions.
This equation represents the diffraction spectrum
shown in Fig. 2(c).

Similarly, the expression for T' (uv) corresponding
to the deformed grating with the grating pitch denoted
by p',q', and p' is

TV(u,v) = [A'] + [B'] + [C']. (14)

From Eqs. (13) and (14), convolution (11) can be calcu-
lated. It contains (27)2 terms, out of which only six are
of interest from the point of view of surface displace-
ment information contained in them. They are 5[u +
(1/p),V], 6[U + (/p'),V], 6[U i (/p),V], 6[U + (/p'),V],
6[u,v + (lq)], and 6[u,v i (l/q')].

The reconstruction process after filtering is a second
Fourier transform of the filtered information. When a
mask with a small filtering hole is positioned at, say, u
= (l/p) and v = 0, both [u i (1/p),v] and 3[u i (1/
p'),v] will be reconstructed. The amplitude distribu-
tion on the image or reconstruction plane is

The experimental setup used for this technique is
essentially the same as the one used in the combined
moire method. In this method, the specimen surface
does not have photoprinted gratings, as in the previous
case. Instead laser speckles formed due to the surface
roughness of the specimen are used to measure in-
plane deformations. Thus the process of specimen
preparation is much simplified.

The optical arrangement described in the previous
section is used to create a standing wave on the speci-
men surface. Simultaneously, a second optical field
called the laser speckle field, which is a random inter-
ference pattern resulting from the mutual interference
of numerous reflected wavelets from the specimen sur-
face, forms in the entire volume in front of the surface.
This laser speckle field has been exploited in recent
years as an effective tool for measuring displacement
and strain fields in solids and a velocity distribution in
fluids. Thus the complex optical field on the surface
consists of both projected gratings and laser speckles.
Because the pitch of the grating is many times larger
than the size of individual speckles, the recorded grat-
ing shows a structure that is made of many embedded
speckles [Fig. 3(a)]. To facilitate the recording of the
high frequency signals in this optical field, a mask with
four circular apertures was used at the pupil plane of
the lens.12"13 This approach is shown to improve the
quality of fringes in laser speckle photography. The
mask creates a fine gratinglike structure within each
recorded speckle.
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Fig. 3. (a) Laser speckle grating recording from the specimen surface. The high frequency random patterns are laser speckles with a
gratinglike structure inside them. The low frequency light and dark bands are the projected gratings: (b) recording laser speckles using a

four-aperture mask; (c) the four-aperture mask.

On deformation, the specimen's in-plane displace- A. Single Exposure Speckle Grating Recording Using a
ment (u1 and u2) is encoded into the displacement of Four-Aperture Mask
the speckles, whereas its out-of-plane displacement is
embedded in the distortion of the projected gratings. As mentioned earlier, the specimen plane (Q1,62
All this information can be delineated using an optical plane) contains interference fringes with embedded
spatial filtering process. Analysis leading to the final speckles. The process of coherent imaging is linear in
realization of ul, u2, and U3 contour maps can be done amplitude14 and can be expressed as
in two stages: (a) analysis of a single exposure speckle
grating recording; (b) analysis of a double exposure a/(XxlX2) = a0(Q110 0 h(xX2) a, X -si 0 h(x1 X2), (18)
speckle grating recording. =M M)
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where as and a, represent the random amplitude distri-
bution on image and object planes, respectively. Pa-
rameter h(xl,x2) is the impulse response of the diffrac-
tion-limited imaging system, M is the magnification
factor, and @ is the convolution operator. For a four-
aperture mask used during recording, pupil function
P(g1,g2 ) = 1 in the unshaded region and zero elsewhere
[Figs. 3(b), (c)]. Hence

h(x1,x2 ) = | I P(g1,g2 ) exp [2-7r (gx1 + g2x2)l dg1dg2,

= FT[circ (g2 + g2)I [exp ( ir )

2rcxl \+ ( i27-rcx2 + (-i27rCx2+exp X ) exp +

= 8ra2J 1 ( X(42ra x + X2

\ : 

X [COSI (2rcx 1 + COS\I 2iCX 2 1

L \ X fl / \ X03 JJ
(19)

where J represents the Bessel function of the first
order. Other parameters 3, c are constants associated
with the recording system [Figs. 3(b), (c)]. Here the
first term represents Airy's spot when xl + x <
0.61(Xfl/2a), and the second term denotes the high
frequency carrier which is a gratinglike structure in-
side the speckles. A linearly processed specklegram
can be expressed (after omitting the constant term) as

I(x 1,x2 ) = ai(x1 ,x2 )a'(x 1,x2 ) (20)

or

(X1,X2) = f a. (M, ) a. ( X1) h(xl -X1,X2 - X2)

X h(xl - X 1,x2 - X')dxdx2 dXdX 2. (21)

Here a* is the complex conjugate of a. The frequency
spectrum of I(xx 2 ) is obtained using the spatial filter-
ing arrangement shown in Fig. 2(b). If ah(rl,r2) de-
notes the amplitude distribution on the frequency
plane,

ah(rlr2) = f I(xlx 2 ) exp (rlx + rsx2)] dx1dx2, (22)

and intensity Ih(rlr2) is given by

Ih(rl,r) = lah(rlr 2)2. (23)

Here Eq. (23) represents the halo on the frequency
plane; the explicit formulation of the above is detailed
in Refs. 12 and 15.

Diffraction
_ ~~~~~Spectrum

Irz

Uz rl Enlarged DC

Fig. 4. Diffraction spectrum of a laser speckle grating recording.
The enlarged dc region clearly shows two diffraction spots on either

side of the dc due to the lower frequency projected gratings.

creating the standing wave, say (-1), is allowed to
illuminate the specimen surface. The corresponding
speckle field recorded at load F1 is

= A-l(xl - X2-U2)' (24)

where ul and u2 are the in-plane displacements, A-1 is
the intensity due to the (-1) diffraction order, and the
coordinates are set on the deformed object.

(2) Then the load is increased to F2, and both diffrac-
tion orders, +1 and -1, are allowed to impinge on the
specimen surface simultaneously. This results in two
overlapping but different speckle fields, A+,(xl,x2) and
A-1 (xl,x2). In addition to the formation of two speckle
fields, the amplitude addition of two wavefronts re-
sults in a standing wave, as described previously.
Thus the intensity recording corresponding to the sec-
ond exposure is

I2 = A_1 (x 1,x2 ) + A+1 (xl,x 2 ) + A. 1 + Cos 2rx,
P 

(25)

where A, is a constant. The linear processing of the
doubly exposed film gives the transmittance of the
speckle grating recording as

t = c - C2 r( 1 + 12), (26)

B. Double Exposure Speckle Grating Recording

To obtain whole field isothetics due a load increment
AF = F2 - F1, where F1 and F2 are the initial and final
load levels, a double exposure scheme is used as fol-
lows:

(1) At load F1, one of the diffraction orders used in

where c and c2 are constants and r is the exposure
time. The constant term can be neglected because it
represents the image of the point source during filter-
ing. Also, A+1 does not contribute toward any dis-
placement information, since it does not have a corre-
sponding speckle pattern in the first exposure.
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Lt1~~~~~~~~~LL5,

A12024 - 0(aO/eo = 2.04) : u1, u2 = 0.0508mm/fringe, u3 = 0.036mm/fringe;

A15052 - H32(a_ la,, = 0.88): U1,U2 = 0.0254mm/fringe,u3 = 0.032mm/fringe

Al606I - T6(a,,/n,, = 0.67): u1,u 2 = 0.0254in/fringe,u 3 = 0.032mm/fringe

Fig. 5. Isothetics of ul, U2, and U3 displacement
components near a plastically deformed crack tip
in three types of aluminum alloy of different strain
hardening characteristics. Fringes were obtained

using the combined moire method.

Assuming that displacements l and u2 are slowly
varying functions of x and x2,

FT(t) =FT A + os 2=rx)]
[ ( P )

+ J J A_1 (x1,x 2) exp[ AZ (rlxl + r2x2)| dxldx2

+ exp [ A (r1u + r 2U2)] A(x - U11,x2 - 2)

X exp { if [rl(x - l) + r2(x2 - 2)]} dxldx 2

=A [(uv)+ 13 (u1 *v) + (u+ 1 iv)]

u d = (n+ I 1) 2) 
= nAf

where

u = ule, + U2e2,

d = riee + r2e2 -

for dark fringes,

for light fringes,

(28)

To extract the out-of-plane displacement information
us3 , the speckle grating recording is filtered along with a
master grating as was done in the combined moire
method with a filtering hole positioned at (rl/Xf) =
+(l/P).

+ {l + expI Af (riu1 + r2U2)]}FT[AX1X2)1, (27)

where u = (r1/Xf) and v (r2/Xf).
In the above equation, the first term is contributed

by the projected grating, whereas the second is due to
laser speckles (Fig. 4). The in-plane displacement
information is embedded in the second term. By posi-
tioning a mask with a filtering hole along the r (or r2)
axis, l (or 2 ) isothetics can be obtained on the recon-
struction plane. Displacements are governed by

IV. Results and Discussion

The two methods described were implemented to
study deformations occurring near an elastoplastically
deformed crack tip. The specimens were made of
different aluminum alloys with different work harden-
ing characteristics. They were single-edge-notch frac-
ture specimens and were subjected to far field uniform
tension. In the combined moire method a 40-dot/mm
grating was photoprinted on the specimen surface. A
line grating pattern was projected on the specimen
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Fig.6. Isothetics of ul, U2, U3 displacement components near a deformed crack tip in a single edge notch fracture specimen obtained using the

laser speckle grating method.

surface with the angle of projection ranging from 720 to
760. Figure 2(c) shows the diffraction spectrum ob-
served during the spatial filtering of the recorded grat-
ing. On filtering the essential frequencies, the isothe-
tics of ubu2 , and 3 are generated on the image or
reconstruction plane of the filtering setup. Figure 5
shows typical fringe patterns observed by using this
technique.

The speckle grating method requires no special sur-
face preparation of the specimen but a spray of flat
white paint on the surface to help improve the bright-
ness of the speckle field. The typical diffraction halo
of a double exposure recording is shown in Fig. 4. By
selectively filtering the essential frequencies, isothetic
maps, as shown in Fig. 6, are obtained. It should be
noted that the sensitivity of in-plane fringes is an order
higher than U3 fringes unlike in the combined moire

method where the sensitivities of all three fringe pat-
terns are of the same order. However, for elastoplastic
deformation studies close to the crack tip, the speckle-
grating method has a drawback because it suffers from
decorrelation effects15 due to the large displacements
and surface texture changes. This effect is evident
near the immediate vicinity of the crack tip of the in-
plane fringes shown in Fig. 6.
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